Activation of mossy and climbing fiber pathways to the cerebellar cortex by stimulation of the fornix in the rat.
The fornix of the rat was electrically stimulated with bipolar concentric electrodes to determine the properties of single unit responses in Purkinje cells of the cerebellar cortex. Both climbing (CF) and mossy fiber (MF) pathways were activated by fornix stimulation. MF responses were indicated by single or double spike responses appearing at latencies of 5--10 ms. The MF spike responses, as quantified by histogram analysis, were further identified by appearance of graded responses with increasing stimulus strength and by following at frequencies up to and greater than 20/s. CF responses were identified by characteristic complex all-or-none burst responses with latencies usually between 10 and 20 ms and with following frequencies at no faster than 10/s. Experiments which involved movement of the stimulating electrode and production of lesions around it established that the activated fiber system was within the dorsal fornix and not in adjacent areas. The results indicate that hippocampal and other limbic areas can influence the cerebellar cortex by direct mossy and climbing fiber pathways, as has been demonstrated for other afferents. It is further suggested that motor patterns linked to hippocampal activity may be regulated by this system.